Winegard Sensar IV DTV/HDTV Antenna

America’s most popular RV TV antenna just got even better!
The 75 ohm Sensar antenna has built-in amplifier and unique circuitry that gives you clear VHF/UHF reception wherever you park your RV. Raise, lower and rotate the Sensar antenna from inside your parked RV. Receives all digital television broadcast channels!

Features:

- Excels at UHF and receives hard to get VHF digital channels
- Unsurpassed range 0 - 55 miles with Wingman attachment
- Stationary use only
- Requires a minimum of 16" from the boom to the edge of vehicle or nearest obstruction
- Amplified 75 ohm over-the-air digital and HD ready antenna
- Powder coated for long lasting durability in harsh environment conditions
- See more at:
http://www.campingworld.com/shopping/item/winegard-sensar-iv-dtv-hdtv-antenna/50011#sthash.gb